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Abstract:
Objective: This study was designed to compare knowledge & ability to use different inhaing devices among both educated & non-educated pharmacists.

Method: A questionnaire was constructed & piloted to be used as a tool for this study. The sample was divided into two groups educated pharmacists & non-educated pharmacists. Education was in term of receiving the brochures of demonstrating how to use the different inhaled devices before assessing the pharmacists. The pharmacists were asked to demonstrate usage of placebo devices & assessment was done based on checklist designed following companies instructions.

Results: Statistics have shown significant (P<0.05) higher scores; have been achieved by educated pharmacists when compared with non-educated pharmacists in term of ability to use the inhalers correctly, pharmacists’ knowledge of cleaning MDI, inhalers induced mouth irritation side effect and their place of storage.

Conclusion: Pharmacists in UAE are not sufficiently aware of the steps to demonstrate correct use of different inhalers. The instructions supplied by the pharmaceutical companies are not sufficient. Appropriate and continuous educational programs concerning pharmacists’ ability and knowledge of using different inhaled devices is recommended.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inhaled drugs have an important role in maintaining the control of the respiratory diseases 1, 2. The active ingredients of inhaled medications are delivered through different delivery systems 1, 3, like Metered dose inhalers, disc halers and turbuhalers. However, asthma related morbidity and costs still high despite the advanced management and treatment guidelines 4, which may be due to many factors including the inappropriate technique of inhalation 4. Indeed, inhalation remains the main route of administration for asthma therapy, since it allows drugs to reach the target site with effective concentrations and low systemic bioavailability and consequently fewer side effects 5. It has been revealed by some surveys that MDIs are frequently misused according to a review of 21 studies which found that the frequency of misusing MDIs ranges from 14–90%, with an estimated average of 50% 6,7. Another previous study found that improper usage of turbuhaler by medical personnel has lead to difficulty of using the device by patients which resulted in therapy failure 8,9,10.

Obviously, the patient cannot be expected to perform the proper use of different inhaler devices when health care professionals who have roles in patient education are unconfident and insufficient regarding the proper technique 3. However, it is patients’ rights to be correctly educated in the self-administration of inhaled medication 3. Since dispensing pharmacists are the last health care providers that patients usually meet before attempting their medications, they have significant role in educating their patients regarding different inhaled medications and their devices 3.

Therefore, this study has been designed to assess community pharmacists’ knowledge and ability to use different types of inhaled medication devices in the UAE.
II. METHODS

A questionnaire was constructed based on relevant studies in some countries other than UAE and piloted to be used as a tool for this study. It included general information like the way of pharmacist’s advice offered for asthmatic patients regarding the proper use of inhaled medications, and whether it is the responsibility of pharmacists or other medical personnel to teach the patients. The questionnaire contained also pharmacists’ knowledge related questions about use, storage and cleaning of different types of inhalers. Additionally, participating pharmacists were asked to demonstrate usage of placebo devices and assessment was done based on checklist designed following the pharmaceutical company instructions of each inhaled medication device as per the following table.

| Table: Checklist items of demonstrating the use of MDI, turbuhaler and diskus. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **MDI**                        | **Turbuhaler**  | **Diskus**      |
| Remove mouth piece cap          | Remove cover    | Open hygienic cover as far as it will go (hear click) |
| Shake the inhaler vigorously    | Hold the inhaler upright horizontally | Slide lever back as far as it will go (to prime) |
| Hold the inhaler upright        | Turn bottom (right/clockwise) then (left/anticlockwise) till | Exhale slowly away from mouth piece |
| Keep head at level or slightly tilted | hear click | Place mouth piece between your lips |
| Exhale gently but not fully     | Exhale away from mouth piece not fully | Hold horizontally |
| Insert mouth piece between teeth & lips | Place mouth piece between your lips | Inhaling forcefully & deeply |
| Begin inhaling slowly while you actuate canister once | Inhaling (breath) deeply & forcefully | Hold breath for 5-10 seconds |
| Continue slow and deep inspiration | Hold breath for 5-10 seconds | Exhale from nose slowly away from mouth piece |
| Hold breath for 5-10 seconds    | Exhale (from nose) away from mouth piece | Close hygienic cover (no need to return lever) |
| Exhale slowly away from piece   | Replace cap and screw it shut |               |
| Replace cap                     |                 |                 |

The period of this study was from November 2010 to February 2011. One hundred and twenty community & clinic pharmacies in Abu-Dhabi, Dubai & Al-Ain were randomly selected. In order to categorize the sample based on their previous education, pharmacists have been asked “Do companies provide you with instructions for the proper use of inhaler devices?” 50 pharmacists answered yes, 44 answered no, 5 were uncertain while 21 refused to participate. Thereafter, the sample was divided into two groups: 44 pharmacists (educated) & 50 pharmacists (non-educated). Education was performed by handing out manufacturer’s brochures along with brief explanation on the use of metered dose inhaler, turbuhaler and diskus. After 2 weeks period, both pharmacists groups were assessed regarding knowledge & ability to demonstrate proper use of the three aforementioned inhaler devices.

A relaxing interview atmosphere was established by emphasizing confidentiality of personal information & eliminating possibility of being job-performance review.

Collected data were analyzed statistically using SPSS® and a significance level of 0.05 was considered throughout.

III. RESULTS

A total of 94 of 120 pharmacists approved to participate in this study (response rate= 82.5%). Generally, 50 pharmacists stated that they frequently receive medical representatives who provide instruction leaflets and/or demonstrations regarding the proper use of different inhaled devices, while 44 pharmacists confirmed they didn't receive as such. Fifty six percent (56%) of participating pharmacists considered that it is pharmacist responsibility to teach patients how to use the inhaled devices correctly while 6% and 38% of them considered that its physicians and nurses roles respectively. Pharmacists strongly (86%) favor demonstrating inhalers use to patients via models and devices. Ten percent used to explain orally the proper use and 4% mentioned they advise patients to read enclosed leaflets.

It has been found throughout the analysis of the ability to demonstrate inhalers (i.e. MDI, turbuhaler and diskus) use that educated pharmacists significantly (P< 0.05) scored higher mean of correctly performed checklist steps than the non-educated pharmacists as shown in figure 1.
Concerning pharmacists’ knowledge of the different inhaled devices, educated pharmacists have mentioned significantly (P< 0.05) correct answers when compared with non-educated group regarding inhalers induced mouth irritation side effect and their place of storage as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Pharmacists Knowledge of inhalers re-administration, side effect and storage (educated vs non-educated)

Moreover, pharmacists’ knowledge of cleaning MDI analysis showed significant difference between educated and non-educated groups as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Pharmacists Knowledge of cleaning MDI (educated vs non-educated)
IV. DISCUSSION

Little studies have evaluated pharmacists’ knowledge of and ability to use different inhaled medications in the UAE. The pharmacist is the last health care provider the patients meet before receiving their medications. Moreover, pharmacist should have a responsibility upon medication dispensing, as does the prescribing physician, to ensure that patients use prescribed drugs correctly 3. No matter how efficient the medication in MDI may be, poor inhaler technique may cause to be ineffective 11 and consequently all the other inhaled devices. Mainly, uncontrolled asthmatic patients can be simply identified by the pharmacists due to poor inhalation technique 12,13. Pharmacists as part of health care team must train their patients for the correct use of inhaled medications. Therefore, pharmacists should be able to practice the different inhalation techniques accurately in order to train their patients properly 14. As the concept of pharmaceutical care has been evolving and had encouraged involvement of pharmacists in patient care process 15, pharmacists should recognize the ethical responsibilities toward their patients 16. Proper patients counseling and education of their medications is one of them. In our study we focused on community pharmacists as in the current practice they are in the business of selling medicines 16 and have a major role in counseling patients about the appropriate use and storage of drugs 17 including inhaled devices, while failure to achieve that can result in ineffective medications that may adversely affect the health and safety of patients 16. Our study identified important tips that should be offered by pharmacists through patient education and counseling sessions, where the participants found to be less knowledgeable regarding these issues. Examples of these tips are the appropriate way to prevent mouth irritation after using inhalers, the ideal storage conditions, washing and drying MDIs. This is complied with other studies which reported pharmacist’s deficient knowledge in educating the patient about the proper use of inhalers 18,19. It is perhaps surprising that most of participating pharmacists strongly favor demonstrating inhalers use to patients via models and devices. This found to be in contrast to a study revealed pharmacists often had difficulty demonstrating correct usage of inhaling devices; saying that teaching physical tasks with apparatus is outside the pattern of practice for pharmacists whose educational role is usually perceived as written or verbal advice 3. Additionally, it was noticed that non-educated group of participants demonstrate a poor knowledge and performance of using different inhalers compared to the educated group. This finding agreed by a study which was conducted in Saudi Arabia in 2012 in which community pharmacists display a weak practice toward the proper steps of using inhalers 20. Finally, there is a high probability of dispensing inhaled medications by community pharmacists without prescriptions. Therefore, pharmaceutical representatives have major role in enhancing community pharmacists’ awareness and skills of using such type of drug delivery systems. Additionally, it has been noticed by a study that knowledge about the inhaler technique may be declined if not reviewed on a routine basis 21.

V. CONCLUSION

We conclude that pharmacists in UAE are not sufficiently aware of the steps to demonstrate correct use of different inhalers. However, they strongly favor demonstrating inhalers use for the patients taking in consideration that it is one of their main professional tasks in the community pharmacy practice setting. Relying on the instructions supplied by the different companies is not sufficient for pharmacist education regarding the proper use of these devices. Therefore, it is recommended to encourage and initiate appropriate and continuous educational programs for pharmacists regarding the proper use of different inhaler devices, as stated in international guidelines of asthma in order to contribute for successful therapy of respiratory diseases.
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